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DESIGN

TOM RUCKER
by Katrina Balmaceda

Using powerful lasers to create
most delicate jewels
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unconventional jewellery
has been much publicised
in recent years. His
technique, which he calls GEO.2, involves
laser-welding pieces of platinum wire that
are 0.2-mm thin — and some works require
hundreds of thousands of these, such as his
Geo Geosphere necklace, which was made
using more than 700,000 laser joins.
Not content to sitting back, Rucker
recently completed another challenge he
had set for himself: a life-size bust of Nelson
Mandela made of platinum and Meissen
porcelain, which took one year and 1.9
million microscopic laser spots to create.
Rucker thinks this may be the start of a series
of platinum-wire sculptures of world icons,
but refrains from setting a deadline as yet,
knowing how much time the work requires.
Rucker continues to challenge himself
in design. He is focusing on using more 18k
gold in his jewellery — a material pleasing to
the eye, but extremely tricky for GEO.2. Gold
has higher heat conductivity than platinum,
which means it spreads energy more quickly
instead of concentrating it on a smaller area.
It thus requires multiple and more powerful
laser pulses.
After some trial and error, Rucker
developed a gold alloy that is less heatconductive, but with welding joins as strong
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and durable as plati
platinum’s. “There are a lot
of points I had to bear in mind in coming up
with my own formulated alloy, such as health
and safety, strength and hardness — and
last but not least, a pleasing and rich yellow
colour,” he says.
Rucker likes to combine various metals
and precious stones in his pieces —
contrasting, for example, the sparkle of
platinum with the warmth of yellow gold. His
award-winning Geo Supernova uses polished
and matt-finished 18k gold, platinum 950
(specially formulated for use in GEO.2)
and more than three carats of natural fancy
gold-yellow and rare white diamonds. He
also reveals that he has been working on an
“extremely rare and difficult-to-process” metal
these past two years and may use it in his
jewellery designs in the future.
The lightness and strength of his creations
are inspired by architecture and aeronautics,
while his aesthetic eye looks to the solar
system and to nature for inspiration. His
designs also hint of his constant striving for
perfection — they are mostly round because,
he says, a circle is “a shape which simply
can’t be more perfect”. Rucker knows
his pieces do not attract mainstream
attention. Instead, they are “for
those individual and understated
people who share my passion for
perfectionism and originality.”

OPPOSITE PAGE,
CLOCKWISE FROM
LEFT
Geo Deimos necklace made with 61
natural fancy yellow
diamonds; Geo Inﬁnity
necklace in 177 natural
fancy yellow diamonds
totalling 4.28cts;
Geo Halfmoon ring in
platinum 950 and gold
750; Geo Supernova
kinetic ring in rare
white diamonds and
natural fancy gold
diamonds totalling
3.02cts
THIS PAGE, FROM
TOP
Geo Shush kinetic
ring in platinum 950
and gold 750, with 86
natural fancy yellow
diamonds totalling
0.92cts; Geo Multisphere necklace in 190
rare white diamonds
totalling 3.19cts
(All images courtesy of
Hanover Saffron)

Rucker created a life-size bust of
Nelson Mandela made of platinum
and Meissen porcelain with 1.9 million
microscopic laser spots
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